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Richard  Ill’s stay at  Canterbury 1484
Miss A. M.  Oakley, M.A., F.S.A., Archivist of Canterbury Cathedral and the
City of Canterbury, has sent the following note  regarding ‘Le  Hale’ where
Richard III stayed on his  visit  to Canterbury in  January, 1484  (see The
Ricardian,  Nos. 71 and 73, 1981, for previous notes on this  visit):-

Le  Hale  is an interesting object. When  kings visited the  city they always
stayed at Ie  Hale  in la  Blene (Bleane) unless  they were  entertained at the
archicpiscopal palace by the archbishop. Le  Hale  is variously referred to as  a
hall, pavilion or tent and was  used  by the commonalty of the city specifically for
the entertainment of royalty. Whenever  a  royal visit was  imminent, carpenters
were  usually employed in work on 1e  Hale.  The impression is  that  it was not a
permanent  building but  a  prefabricated  wooden  structure  which  was  taken  down
when  the visitors had  left.  Possibly it had  a  wooden  base  which  remained in
position.

Where it was I do not  know.  Blean  and the forest of Blean is  a  very large
area.  It was  quite probably at  least a  mile from the  city because  of  infections  in
the  city or brought in by the  visitors.  There is  a reference  in one account to  a
prince  having measles and remaining at le  Hale.  Perhaps it was on the edge of the
forest  at  Blean.  Certainly no-one appears to  have  located it. G.  Smith  in his
Chronological  History of Canterbury Cathedral,  1883 suggests  Harbledown. It
was on the road from London but I am sure  that  if it had been, there would  have
been  a  firmer  connection with  the parish.

Richard III’s Visit  to  Farnham
Mr. R. C. Hairsine has  sent  the following contribution:—

Following recent correspondence on Richard  III’s  itinerary during winter,
1483/4  (The Ricardian,  Vol.  V, No. 71, December 1980,  pp.283—4  and No. 73,
June  1981, pp.363—6) a visit  was made to Farnham in Surrey where the  King  is
thought  to have been on November 22 and 23  from  the  evidence of the  dating  of

,  the  enrolment  of letters patent and the  entries  in Harley 433.  The Official
Handbook  on Farnham  Castle Keep (M. W. Thompson,  Department  of the
Environment.  HMSO, 7th  printing, 1978,  pp.8, 9) reveals  that  the castle was one
of the principal residences of the bishops of Winchester and the manorial
accounts record frequent  royal  visits  during the fifteenth  century;  notably Henry
VII and his Queen in  1487  and the infant Prince Arthur in the care of the  Bishop
Courtenay in the  same  year.
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The  many surviving manorial  accounts  of the bishopric of Winchester are
now in the  care  of the Hampshire  County Record Office at Winchester. For our
period the  accounts  are written in  Latin  on  both sides  of  sixty to  eighty folio  size
parchment membranes sewn  together bookwisezon  the left-hand margin. Each
book  contains the  year’s  accounts for all the  bishop’s estates  across Southern
England. The  accounts  of the manor of Farnham take up several folios, of  which
usually about  one side IS  devoted  to the ‘keeping of the  castle.  The accounts for
Michaelmas  1483  to Michaelmas  1484  (HRO No. 15585) and Michaelmas  1487
to  1488  (HRO No. 15586) have recently been  examined  by the writer. The  1487
account notes  payments to carpenters  ‘for making tables,  trestles and forms in
the hall and chamber towards the coming of the lord  King and the lady Queen
after Christmas’.  Further entries record payments for repairing the bolt on the
door  of the chamber of  ‘the  lord  Prince’ and  again making furniture for the
coming of the lord (bishop) and the Prince.

Although  the  1483—4 account  contains  many interesting items concerning
building and repair works on the  castle  there  are  disappointingly no references to
extraordinary payments  in connection with  a  royal  visit. This  does not
necessarily mean  that  Riéhard  lodged  elsewhere in the  town  or  a  nearby manor
house, although  he could well  have done  so. The  nature  of the November 1483
itinerary is  such that  the" keeper  of the castle was unlikely to  have  had  much
warning of the King’s arrival in which to  make  the sort'of preparations  which
wOuld  involve extraordinary expenditure. Provisions  and entertainments do not
seem  to be recorded in  these  records as  they usually are in  town  accounts.

The  Sheriff  Hutton Monument '
The following note  has been received from Mrs. Pauline  Routh:  - '

I have recently had the  oppOrtunity to  study the  documents  involved at the
time  of the reconstruction of the  monument  in  1949/50, and  though  they add
nothing to the  question  of identification, they are interesting in  that  they tell us
exactly what  was done at  that  time. The Architect’s report, submitted to York on
application  for  a  faculty to carry out several  alterations  in the church, mentions
the  removal  of the  wood  flooring and  various fittings  in the  ‘Choir  vestry’, and
the pitch pine  screen between  the north wall and the organ  case.  These  were in
position  in the  Witha‘m  Chapel at the  time  of Churchill’s researches in the  19305,
and had  been  for  many years, perhaps from the time  when  the organ was
installed  c.1893.  The screen  with  its hat-and-c'oat  hooks, is clearly shown in  Plate
'1 of Churchill’s  ‘Some  Notes  on the  Royal Monument  in the  North Chapel  of
IS‘Iheraff 11332;,“  Church’ (Proceedings  of the  York  Archaeological  Society;  Vol.  1.,

o.- , .
Mrs.  Egerton  of Sheriff  Hutton  Park was the  prime  mover in the  matter  of

the conservation of the  monuments, hoping to get grants from the Yorkshire
Archaeological  Society, the  Pilgrim  Trust, ‘.  .  .  and possibly from the  Society of
the  ‘White  Boa'r’. ’  The  Thweng monument  was to be cleaned, the  joints  to be

.p_o_inted, and  a  slate damp- proof course inserted beneath the plinth to prevent
rising damp continuing to discolour and harm the  stonework.

‘The  fragments of the  Prince  of Wales  tomb’ were  to be  cleaned  and erected
against  the  wall, and ‘where  necessary for support and to fill  large  gaps, to insert
freestone masonry of Ancaster ”Weatherbed  ’  ' -r  .
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There appears to be no evidence of  according the monument the  same
consideration as the  Thweng one, in providing a damp-proof course, with the
result that  it is now deteriorating. According to Mr. John Green, the conservator
of the Ryther and  Harewood  monuments, in consultation  with  Richard Knowles,
another  five to ten  years  will see  irreparable damage.  The monument should be
dismantled yet  again, allowed to dry out, consolidated, and  rebuilt  on  a  lead
damp-proof  course, preferably at  a  distance from the wall. Plantagenet or
Neville, it is highly desirable  that  the Sheriff  Hutton  alabaster  should  be
conserved.

Richard llI’s Secretary:  the  Search Continued

The  Kendales  of  Westminster:  the  notary.  In  1474  a  John Kendale was pardoned
as  notary alias  scrivener alias yeoman  alias late  of  York, clerk.l It  seems possible
to  identify this  man with the John  Kendale flourishing as  a  notary in Westminster
from at  least 1474.  It  cannot  be  necessary at this  stage  in the search for the
Secretary to  stress  the sad  fact that  it  could  refer to yet  another  of the  tribe  of
John Kendale  who  populated fifteenth century England. It is reasonably certain,
however, that  he  cannot  be the  Secretary who never had any of  these  titles
attached  to him.  From 1474  to  1476 John  Kendale, notary, wrote the
churchwardens’ accounts of the parish of St.  Margaret, Westminster, the church
just south  of the Abbey which  buried so  many of the  royal  household. In  1474  at
some  date  after May he recorded the burial of  a  child of his own, calling himself
Master John Kendale.2 Other  notarial  jobs  he undertook included  attesting an
acquittance from  the Master and  Brethren  of St. Julian’s Hospital near St. Albans
to the Prior of  Neuham  Priory, Bedfordshire, given at the  Hospital  on 21
November 1474.3 In  1475, at  some date  after 22 May Annes Kendale was buried
and the  fact  duly recorded  by her  husband.“ The  relationship of  Annes  to Master
Kendale can be  settled  satisfactorily from the  1474—1477 accounts  of the
Fraternity of the Assumption of Our  Lady in the  same  church of St. Margaret
which refer to the  obit  of the wife of John Kendale at about  this time.  Perhaps it
was his  wife’s death that  prompted him to become  a  brother of the Fraternity,
paying the fee of 6s 8d  within  the  same  accounting period.  He was  also  employed
by the wealthy Fraternity in  writing and making ‘divers  evidences’ concerning the
Brethren’s acquisition  of  a house  in Tothill  Street  from Maud, the  widow  of
Richard Wylly.‘ On 10  March 1477  Eliot  Ugon, vintner of Westminster, made  a
gift  of his  goods  and  chattels  in Westminster to John Coupar, priest, William
Moryson, envoy of the  King’s  chamber, and John Kendale, notary. This legal
device was frequently used  to  avoid  probate  charges, and the inclusion of  a  notary
or lawyer was useful. On 30 December  1479, or shortly after, he was writing out
two  copies  of  a  long inventory of the  goods  and  chattels  of Bartholomew  Dopley
and  Isabelle  his  wife, proprietors of the  Boar’s Head  in  King Street, Westminster,

and  received  138 4d for his  labour  and  diligence.‘ On  5  August 1480, the notary
made  a  gift  and  chattels  to William Wilshere, chaplain, Thomas  and  John
Wilshere and  Roger  Appylton, gentlemen, William Bynchestre, esquire, and
George Cheynuw, yeoman  of the crown. As he did not die for some  years  at  least
this  deed  may have  been  part of  a  business  negotiation  and not  made  for
testamentary reasons.  The  churchwardcns’ accounts  of St.  Margaret’s  for
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1478—80  were not his work but  that  of Paul Asshewell, notary, but  they recorded
the death of his  mother  shortly after  May 1478,  and of Elyn Kendale shortly after
May 1479.7 He  continued  to be closely connected  with  the accounts, however, for
he was one of the auditors for the  years 1478  to  1482  (bein§ described as  ‘notary’)
along with  other  parishioners, including William  Caxton.  It is possible  that  he
was the John Kendale who was  bailiff  of Westminster at  this  date, an important
and  influential  post, the duties of which fit well  with  the kind of career outlined
above.9 1483, about  the end of  March,  saw the death of  Alys  Kendale  and, about
September, that  of  Elizabeth  Kendale,  presumably relatives of  John. Between  the
death  of  these  two  women  occurred the death of Master John Kendale, the
churchwardens recording that  they paid ‘for the  crosse  to bryngge hym to
London’.10 It has been  suggested that this  entry referred to the  death  of  John
Kendale, once  cofferer of Edward IV, who definitely died  around  May 1483,“ but
it  could refer  to the  notary.  In  1489—90, however, the same accounts tell of the
death  of  ‘Kendall’, a  familiarity that  may equally well record the  death  of the
eminent  parishioner and  notary or even the yeoman of the crown (see  below  .‘1

The notary would  have undergone  some formal training to acquire his  trade.
It is possible he was the John  Kendale admitted  to the Company of  Court  Hand
Writers in  1425, but this would  make  him  a  very old man in the 14805.13 The
appointment  of  notaries  in  England  are not  easy to discover as their activities
were not systematically supervised  although, as  most  of their work  came  from
bishops  and the  clergy, they did  experience  an indirect control.  They were persons
of  some  consequence despite not  being recognised  by the English common law
and not being able to occupy themselves  with  matters  of the  king’s  courts. In
England they had no monopoly and were forced to  extend  their  skills  into  other
aspects  of scrivening to  make a living.  “  John  Kendale’s  career  gives a  rare  insight
into  the life of  a  notary in the  late fifteenth  century and  into a  small comer of
domestic  life in medieval Westminster.

"1 EMMM -' -
fl

.
P

The  signature  of John Kendale, public  notary  of Westminster, from  the  Churchwardens' Accounts  of St.
Margaret. Westminster, l46m1510,  p.120. Reproduced  by  kind permission  of  Westminster  City  Libraries
Archives  Department.
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The  Kendales  of  Westminster:  the  yeoman  of the  Crown  and of the  household.  In
1462—3  a  John Kendale was  yeoman  in the office of the  King’s  greyhounds and in
1465 a  John Kendale was made one of the joint  keepers  of Benstede and Walton
and the park and warren of Charlewode, Surrey." Whether  these  two references
are to the same man and whether  these  two references can be  tied  in  with  the
yeoman  of the  crown  and household of the  14805  who had  a  strong Westminster
connection (quite apart from the  King’s  household) must  be speculative, as  there
appear to be no references in the intervening years.

In  1480 John  Kendale, one of the officers of the  King’s  chamber and
household, was  among those  appointed to conduct Edward IV’s  sister  the
dowager Duchess of  Burgundy over the  sea, receiving a jacket  of blue and murrey
livery.16 On 25 February 1482  as yeoman of the  crown  he was  granted  a  lease  by
the  Abbot  of Westminster of  a  piece of land  hard  by Charing Cross  and  near
Westminster with another piece, also  near  Charing Cross, belonging to the
warden  of the  Chapel  of St.  Mary, for forty-three years at rents of 3s 4d and  25."
In  1483  a John Kendale of yeoman  status  received  three  yards of red cloth as his
livery to attend  Richard III’s  coronation“ and it was in Richard  III’s  reign  that
his career was to  reach  its  highest  point. In  1484  the  ’yeoman  of the  crown’ was
among the  auditors  of the St.  Margaret  churchwardens’ accounts  of  1482—4  along
with  William  Caxton  and all the other  persons  who had  audited  the previous
accounts  of  1480—2  with the  ‘notary’ in  1482.” It  seems likely that  there was  a
close connection between the two men, perhaps father and  son.  In  August 1484
the  yeoman  of the  crown  was on  a  commission with  Sir Robert Brackenbury to
inquire into  lands in  Surrey, Sussex  and Kent forfeited by rebels and not yet
granted  out by Richard III and on 29  June  of the following year he was to deliver
into  Chancery the return of an inquisition held at Rotherfield, Sussex  on  3  June
1485  before himself by virtue of the  same  commission." It is certain  from  his
involvement  in  such tasks dealing with  forfeited  lands that  he was the  John
Kendale appointed escheator of  Kent  and Middlesex in December  1484.“ On 14
March  1485  as  escheator  of Kent he received  a gift  of lands in Mynstre, Thanet,
Kent, with Geoffrey Peke  and William  Hewet, taverner, from  a  John Graver of
Mynstre.22 In November  1484  the yeoman benefited by a  grant of rents from
tenements  outside  Temple Bar forfeited by the  Bishop of Exeter.” In the  same
month  the  yeoman  of the crown was receiving, with two merchants of London, a
gift  of his  goods  and  chattels  from Robert Gonne, skinner, and in December, John
Kendale ‘of  Westminster’ was on the commission of array for Middlesex with his
namesake, the Secretary." On 20  June 1485  the  King’s  servant and yeoman of
the crown was granted  a rent  of certain  places  in Kent forfeited by Sir George
Brown and  a  parcel  of land forfeited by Thomas Iden.25 It  might  be argued  that
the  1483—5 references  to the  yeoman  of the crown  were  in  fact  references to the
secretary but the latter is usually described as secretary or  esquire  in grants to
him. From Richard III the  yeoman  was receiving 6d  a  day as his fee from the
revenues of the fee farm of  Rochester, Kent." In all, the  yeoman  appears to  have
had  a  definite association with  Kent, Surrey and Middlesex and an even closer
association with  Westminster; it is possible  that  he was the bailiff of Westminster
and not the  notary as  suggested above.  In  View  of the  yeoman’s fairly prestigious
career it can  also  be  suggested that  he was the John  Kendale  (by now an  ‘esquire’)
who married the  widow  of Sir  Richard  Charlton of Enfield, Middlesex, killed at
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Bosworth  fighting for  Richard III, and who herself died in  1493.  It has  also been
suggested that this esquire  was the Secretary." John Kendale, yeoman  of the
crown, does not appear to  continue  in office  under  Henry VII; he may be the
Kendale who  died  in Westminster, 1489—90, as suggested  above, or he may be the
esquire  of  Henry VII’s  household who  attended  his funeral in 1509."

To  conclude  the Westminster Kendales it is  worth  mentioning the dearth of
late fifteenth century wills for Westminster and  a  final reference to  a  John Kendale
whose wife  was buried in the  Abbey, he  paying the  sacrist 6s 8d in  1501—2”.
John Kendale, Secretary to  Richard III.  The earliest definite  reference  to him
occurs on  a  letter patent of Richard, Duke  of Gloucester, dated 22 December
1474. This  he  signed  in his  secretarial capacity, indicating thereby that  he had
checked  its contents?0 He was  soon  benefiting from  this  important  post  in the
household of the  King’s brother  for  about 1476  to  1477  the  Abbot  of St. Albans;
granted to the Duke of Gloucester and John  Kendale, his secretary, the  next
nomination to one of two  rectories, whichever  shall become vacant  first, Tenby in
South  Wales or  Barnet  in I-Iertfordshire.3l He can be  next found exercising his
office  on  9  July 1478  when he  signed a letter  of Richard, Duke  of Gloucester, to
Sir  William  Stonor,32 and on 20  December 1479 when  he was one of three men
described as attorneys involved in  a  conveyance establishing Gloucester’s  College
at Middleham.33 All  these references suggest  he was  well  established in
Gloucester’s household by the mid  1470s  and the  last  indicates  that  he had had
the legal training useful, if not absolutely necessary, to  such  a  secretarial  post.  In
1481  he and  Roger  Aylesbury, both  gentlemen  of the  Duke’s  household, received
a gift  of the  goods  and  chattels  of Alice  Bluet, widow  of Southampton, for
unspecified purposes  but very possibly connected with hér  will." She could  have
had connections with the  household  or  with either  of the two  men.  One of the last
grants to Kendale in Edward  IV’s  reign and the  first  in Edward V’s reign confirm
his  standing as  a  formally trained lawyer: on  6  March  1482  he had  a grant  for life,
as the  servant  of the Duke, and for the convenience of the  King and the  City of
York  in resisting the  Scots, the office of  clerk  of returns of the writs in the  castle
and county of  York, with  custody of the rolls and records, and on 30 May 1483,
as an  esquire  and servant of Gloucester, he was made  keeper  of the writs and rolls
of the  Common  Bench.35

Under  Richard III his  number  of offices  grew  slowly at  first  and  then  very
rapidly. As secretary he  received  the  customary six yards of  scarlet  for his
coronation livery and it may have  been  he who  sold  to the  Great  Wardrobe over
87 yards of velvet at  20s.  the yard  about  the  same  date."5 Officers  were not  above
dealing in such commodities and  there appears  (rather surprisingly!) to be no
mercer  or draper of  London  by the name of John  Kendale flourishing at this  date.
In July, as the  King’s  secretary, he  figured among the feoffees of John  Bamby of
Halsham  in  Holdcmess appointed  to the use of  Bamby’s  will. In  this  East  Riding
context  it  seems  possible to identify him with the  undesignated John  Kendale who
was on the commission for the  peace  for  this area  in June and December  1483."
After the  coronation John Kendale  departed  with  the new  King on his progress
round  England. At Coventry on 15  August  he is recorded as having in his  custody
parcels of  silk  and mercery worth  £180  sold to the  King by Richard Gowle,
mercer  of London, no  doubt  intended for use during the progress.” A week  later
on 23  August  at  Nottingham, mindful of his own office in York, he wrote  a
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personal letter  to  that city warning of the King’s approach, recommending them
to  prepare a suitable  welcome and stressing his  ownrlove  of the place ‘afore all
other’.  On  2 September  the  city decided to give him  a gown  of either  scarlet  or
camlet  to show  their  appreciation of the  King’s secretary’s  great labours with the
King for the city. 3’ At Pontefract on  4  October he received  a  grant of the farm of
all the corn and fulling mills in Leeds, Yorkshire, for ten years, at the rent of
£14 16s 8d and 37s 8d respectively.“o Having weathered the rebellion of the  Duke
of  Buckingham, as the  servant  and  secretary of the  King, he was made for life the
controller, changer and assayer in the mints at the Tower of London and  Calais,
on 22 November at  Farnham. Less than a month  later on 12 December he was
made  keeper  of the  Prince’s  wardrobe in the  City of  London, which  office  brought
him 2d the  day, and was given permission to reside  there.“ He was unlikely to
have taken  up this permission  as the  place  was in  great  need of repair, but the
office gave  him a little patronage to dispense.

In"- 1484  the number of grants and orders to the Secretary increase
dramatically. In January he was ordered to  take possession  of the  castle  and
lordship of. Alington  in Kent, forfeited by Nicholas  Gaynesford, as well as his
properties in Surrey and the  Island  of Axiholme. ‘2 He had  also  acquired the
profits of the lordship of North Driffield, Yorkshire, part  of the inheritance of
Anne, heiress of Sir John  Salvan, and in  February to  March  he and Thomas
Metcalf  were to have 500 marks  a year from  the temporalities of the Bishopric of
Ely for an  unspecified  purpose. ‘3 In March he was  granted  (with George Longvile)
the  custody of the honours of  Peverell, Boulogne  and  Hagenet, besides the  castle
and honour of  Huntingdon with  various additional perquisites, and an  annuity of
£80  a  year  during the Med Joan, mother of the  traitor, Sir William Stonor.“ In
April  he and  Thomas  Otter, were  allowed to present to the  deanery of St.  Birians,
Cornwall, and' In May the city of York offered him  either  a  gown  or an  ambling
horse  to  keep his favour. ‘5 In September he is to be found on the East Riding
peace  commission  again  and, in October, he and  Robert  Percy, the Comptroller
of the  Household, were both asked  by York to  secure  the city favourable
treatment  by the  King over  a  little  matter  of riot which had angered Richard III.“
In  December  he was on the  commission  of array for  Middlesex  as ‘secretary’ with
his  namesake  of Westminster, but it is not possible to be certain which of them
was the John Kendale on the commission of the  peace  for  that  county in
December  1483  and April  1485.  ‘7 At  some  point  in  1484  the Secretary, also
described  as ‘of  London’, received  a  pardon, no  doubt  to cover  some  possible
error  or avoid  prosecution  in one of his  many offices“ ‘3

By the beginning of  1485 Kendale  had  become  an extremely influential
member of Richard  III’s  mner circle of advisers for m the first two months of the
year  he received  extensive grants  of  authority' m the honour of  Havering at Bower,
Essex, beihg described as the  King’s  Councillor and  Secretary.  ‘9 In  Essex  he was
also steward  of the Abbey of Waltham Holy Cross  and on 27 May 1485, as

'steward, was  conducting, or  there  was conducted" 1n his  name, an  inquisition  at
Chingford. 5° In the  same  month  he and  Thomas Mason  had  bought  the wardship
and. marriage_ of  Thomas  Welles from the King for an unspecified  sum.  5‘ He
accompanied  Richard  III on his  last  journey. to Nottingham and witnessed the
handing over of the great seal' 1n the  King’s  oratory in  Nottingham  Castle chapel
on  1  August52 and was undoubtedly at the  battle  of Bosworth. Whether he  died
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there  is not  known  for certain but he was certainly attainted  and the commission
to inquire  into  the lands held by followers of King Richard included  his.” The
only surviving inquisition  on his  lands concerns  the manors of Peddington,
Avenscourt  and Wicke in the  hundred  and parish of  Berkeley, Gloucestershire,
giving no details beyond the  bare fact  of his  tenure.“ An earlier  reference  to  what
must be  these  lands in Richard’s  reign shows that, as one would  expect, Kendale
held this  land originally as ‘homager’ of  Lord  Berkeley, later  the Earl of
Nottingham, but  also  that  he had obtained  a  common recovery in the royal courts
against the Earl regarding these  lands and  that  the Earl had as  a  result made him
free of the 59s due to the Earl from the lands.‘5 It appears Kendale was at some
trouble to consolidate his rights and probably bought  the  property outright  from
the  Earl  of  Nottingham.  It is therefore  justifiable  to wonder. if  they represent
inherited property. It is this property alone that suggests  the Secretary came
originally from Gloucestershire.

'v-

The  signature  of John  Kendale,  Secretary to  Richard  II].  from  the  Stonar  Lellers,  SCI/46  No.  142,  in the

custody afthe  Public  Record  Ojfice.

John Kendale  of  Gloucester, father  of the  Secretary?  It must be stressed  that  any
identification of this man as the  Secretary’s  father  cannot  yet be definitely proved.
There are  three facts that make  it possible to  suggest  him for this  role:  he had  a
son  John, he was of Gloucester, and he too was  a  lawyer. It can  also, of course, be
postulated that  the  elder  man  could  be grandfather or  uncle  to the younger  man.  It
was probably the elder John  Kendale  of Gloucester  who, as  a feoffee, was holding
the manor of  Prydyngton Halle  in  Stanfeld  jointly with  others, including, John
Twyer, esquire, Anne, Countess  of  Stafford, and her two  sons, William and John
Bourchier, from  1434—5. This  property was demised in  1478  by John Twyer to  a
number of persons including Sir  Richard  Charlton  whose  widow was to marry a
John Kendale  after  Bosworth.“ He  died  in the second half of July 1447. In his will
he described himself as of  Gloucester  but made it clear  that  he had  studied  his law
at  Barnard’s Inn, in the  parish  of St. Andrew's Holborn, by leaving to John
Cattcs, its principal, and his  ‘most  dear friend and fellow’, John Holbem, all the
debts owing him in the Inn while he was principal for  whatever cause,  as shown in
rolls examined by all  three  of  them.  He  asked them  to pay the bakers, brewers,
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bedmakers and John  Mackworth, Dean of Lincoln (bwner of the  site  of  Bamard’s
Inn), out of the sums  they were  going to collect. He  also  remembered the new

work of St. Andrew  Holborn, a  church much patronised by lawyers and  used  for
their  meetings, besides  being the parish church of his  Inn.  His eldest son, John,
already of age, was left his  seal  of arms, his sword, his  best  hauberk and  gown,  his
best  hood, four  yards of kendal for  a  new  gown  and  405.  Other  children receiving
bequests were  Thomas, Eleanor, Elizabeth and Alice and his servants included his
clerk, Robert. Elizabeth his  wife  and Richard  Boket  his  ‘brother’ were to be

executors.” The younger  John  appears  to  have  followed His  father’s  profession
and have  moved  to  London.  In  1468  he is to be  found  receiving a  pardon as ‘of
Gloucester and London, gentleman’. In  this  connection it is possible he is the John
Kendale, gentleman, receiving a gift  of  goods  and  chattels from John  Stiffelyne,

citizen and grocer of  London, in  1467  and another from Robert Powle, citizen
and ironmonger, along with William  Baker  in  1471.” A  John Kendale of St.
Andrew Holbom, gentleman, who was  a surety in  a bond  on 22  September  1470,
may be him  too, particularly if he can be presumed to have followed his father in
going to  Bamard’s  Inn.’9 The father and son are  named  together in a deed of  1468
relating to  a large amount  of property in Willesden and Hendon, Middlesex, and
Whethamstede and  Kympton, Hertfordshire,. belonging to John Jones, alias
Gloucester (presumably his town of origin).60 The  younger  John Kendale is
named  as an heir should other nearer heirs of John Jones die, a  right which  may
have  come  through  his  mother  or  a  more  remote female ancestor. John Jones alias

Gloucester was another lawyer, bailiff of  Southwark 1460  to  1479, citizen and
grocer of London, and the son of  a  man who was  a  supplier of fuel to the royal
household and  a  serjeant at arms.‘1 Another  notable in this deed is Nicholas
Stathum, a  Reader of  Lincoln’s  Inn and author of  Stathum’s  Abridgements,  who
conducted certain business for William, Lord Hastings, friend  and councillor of

Edward IV. Lord  Hastings’s sphere  of influence included Derbyshire, the native

county of the  Stathums, and be included Sir Thomas  Stathum among his
retainers.  The immediate beneficiary of the  deed  of  1468,  after John Jones or

Gloucester  himself, was to be John  Staunton, esquire  and his  wife  Joan, the

daughter  of John Jones. The Stauntons  were  of the  Midlands  too and several of

them  were retainers of Lord Hastings.“2 It is  obvious that  a  businesslike use of
these connections might have  secured for the younger John Kendale  a  post  in the
household  of Richard.  Duke  of Gloucester.

The  house  of the elder John  Kendale  can be identified from the  1455 Rental
of the  town  of Gloucester.  This  describes it as  a  tenement  towards  the  east  gate
owned by the Fraternity of St. John where John  Kendale, Iegis  peritus,  lately
dwelt and where  Master  Richard Shreve, notary, now lives.  This  was  about  half-

way along the  north  side of the  present Eastgate Street between  the  east  gate  of
the  town  and the  High Cross  and  adjacent  to the  Hall  of the Fraternity which
w'as his landlord.“3 An equally useful  contact for-the  Kendales  in the legal world
lived on the  same street, William  Nottingham, King’s Attorney from  1452-83
and  Baron  of the Exchequer,  1461-83.“
John  Kendale, attorney in the  Exchequer.  From  1462-7 there  are several

references to  a  John  Kendale acting as an  attorney in the  Exchequer.  He is
possibly to be identified with the cofferer of Edward  IV’s  household for he was
acting on behalf of the  young Duke  of  Clarence  and his  sister  Margaret in
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securing their  incomes.  A  close  associate of his in  this  Exchequer business was
John  Peke, yeoman of the crown, a  former servant of the  Duke  of York and later
a  follower of the  Duke  of  Clarence." John Peke  and John  Kendale were  also the
joint  holders of the office of ranger of the  Forest  of Dean from before  1464  and
John  Peke  was confirmed in this office in  1485  by Richard  III.“ John Kendale,
however, does not  appear  to have held it under Richard III.  This  would  fit  neatly
with  the cofferer’s career as he  died  in  1483. A  connection between  a  Geoffrey
Peke  and John Kendale, yeoman of the crown and  escheator  of Kent, in  1485
(above) should also be borne in  mind.
John Kendale, Turcopilier: A Footnote.  The portrait medal of the knight of
Rhodes (illustrated  Ricardian, No. 73, p.368) was the  subject  of an article by
John F. Curwen in 1909  which  sheds  a  little light on the  family of this John
Kendale.  The reverse of the medal bears  John Kendale’s  arms:  ‘A fret, on  a chief
three escallops, the whole  abaissé  under  a chief  of the  arms  of the Order of St.
John, gules, a  cross  argent’.  The fret and chief are ‘presumably for  Curwen’ who
were ‘of  Kendal’ Westmorland in the twelfth century before they moved to
Workington.  John  Curwen was unable to trace any definite  connection between
the  knight  and the Cufwens but he points out in support  that Camden  in his
Britannia  said John Kendale was descended  from  the barons of Kendal,
Westmorland  and, that  a  prospective  Knight  Hostpitaller had to prove sevgral
generations of  gentle  birth before he was accepted  into  the Order.“
Loose  Ends  which may tie in  with  the John Kendales  treated  above, now
remain:-

In  1466 a  John Kendale was involved in  a  conveyance of  land  in  Kirby
Kendale, Westmorland, in  association with  men clearly of  that  area, as well as
others of  London, including Roger  Townesende  the future  eminent  lawyer."

In  1471  a  John  Kendale of Church Speen, Berkshire, and of London,
gentleman, was pardoned."

On 1 April  1475  Sir Oliver  Mannyngham  of  London  made  a gift  of his
goods  and chattels to Eleanor, Lady Hungerford and  Moleyns, his wife, Sir John
Mannyngham, Richard Fowler and  John  Kendale, gentleman."o Clearly a  deed
for testamentary purposes but the association of Richard Fowler  suggests  an
Exchequer connection  again  as Richard  Fowler  was under-treasurer of England
at  this  time.

On 28 November  1484 a John Kendale  witnessed  with  others  including
Thomas Tremayll, the  lawyer, the  gift  by Alexander  Verney of  a  Somerset manor
to John Lambard, mercer of London (and father of Elizabeth Shore).'”

I am  much  indebted to the  advice  and additional information of  both  Dr. R. E.
Horrox  and Dr. J. H.  Baker.
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